All plagues by camp ground - not where I found tar seepage

Life guard station w/toucans

Large strip of turreted up stones and some at edge of structure. Planks & wood to treat the gap in place?

Settlers’ Mtn.?

How fluid is the tar?

Some curiously bulbous, some finely stripped like chocolate spills over cactus of a Lovecraftian nightmare.

got to park at end of the campsite. Follow bluffs to big formation from trip advisor

people build structures out of driftwood here, with Chevron pier in background.

Chevron pier is not on google maps, not even on the radar—big plans as you walk along bluffs one spot real covered in ice plant—the mesh of colonization.

It's Thanksgiving. There are American flags
The people are patriotic today as I am 5/6. The air doesn't smell too cold to be sticky, it sounds I don't take off my shoes. I see a flag with a blue stripe and rope, I yell at cars. Cornwell security is up by the rounds as I take pictures of those swimming, more -- why don't they find fossils here? I see in a bush as they go by again.

There are signs that the beach is closed at the first no trespassing, private property. I guess yes only way to enjoy the public place is to pay the path by London Ave.

I go and see a few and find an orange boat cake and go around it up to the party lot. There are a lot of cars there and a post office. Why did they erode themselves from the map? There are so many people there.